
Pavilion Correspondence – November 2022 

Email received 

From: rob leeson  

Sent: 07 November 2022 21:24 

To: Rob Cowell   

Cc: Sarah Dignan  

Subject: North East Hook Community Project - email 1 of 2 

[Dear Clerk, I would be grateful if you would circulate this to all Councillors] 

Councillor Cowell and all Hook Councillors, 

Many thanks to the Parish Council for giving me the opportunity to speak at your last meeting, and 

previously at the NE Hook Committee. 

As I said in the meeting, I have concerns about aspects of the implementation of the Hook 

Neighbourhood Plan and how it relates to the ongoing work to define the sports facility building to 

the NE Hook development. 

I had intended to write a single missive to you to explain myself more fully, however, in carrying out 

researches subsequent to the meeting I came across information that I wanted to make you aware 

of as soon as possible, and therefore I am sending you this now, and will follow with a fuller 

explanation of my concerns in the coming days. 

In researching sports facilities and the various sources of funding that might be available to support 

their delivery, one of the places that I looked was Sport England. I was surprised at the range and 

depth of information that they provide and maintain. Much of this information appears to be 

directly relevant to the issues of design, costing and project leadership that I heard discussed at the 

Committee and full council. I have heard no mention of Sport England and the inputs that they can 

provide in these discussions, and therefore I wanted to draw them to your attention as soon as 

possible. 

It seemed natural to me that Sport England (SE) (and its associated bodies) could be a source of 

grant funding for a sports development (something that I know that you are proposing to address in 

due course), but in looking at the information that SE provides online, I saw that they also provide 

help and support to the planning and design process 

https://www.sportengland.org/guidance-and-support 

It seems to me that being aware of, and adhering to, their guidance would be a wise move if we are 

to seek funding from them. 

As you will see, SE goes on to provide ‘Design and cost guidance’ 

https://www.sportengland.org/guidance-and-support/facilities-and-planning/design-and-cost-

guidance 

This guidance goes down to the level of a series of standard designs, some of which to me seem to 

meet the stated requirements for NE Hook, and the designs come with construction estimates, 

which appear to be regularly maintained and therefore appear to offer good and up-to-date prices – 

presumably from experience across England. 

 

https://www.sportengland.org/guidance-and-support
https://www.sportengland.org/guidance-and-support/facilities-and-planning/design-and-cost-guidance
https://www.sportengland.org/guidance-and-support/facilities-and-planning/design-and-cost-guidance


As you will see there is a wealth of related information. 

I found the ‘Facility cost guidance’ (3Q22) to be particularly useful 

https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2022-

09/Facility%20cost%20guidance%20-

%20Q3%202022.pdf?VersionId=.KgA69md2pkwERetTir1WOGjRL4ECOCm 

Picking the design that as far as I know meets the NE Hook requirement - 4 team changing rooms 

plus club room – has a ‘Capital cost’ estimate of £755,000. 

I have not been able to ascertain whether this figure includes any groundworks, but even using the 

current NE Hook figure of £500k, this still results in a target price of £1.25m. 

I hope that you will find this useful in the ongoing discussions in Hook and with the architect/project 

lead. 

As I said previously, I hope to have my summary of concerns regarding the relationship to the 

Neighbourhood Plan with you within a few days. 

With best regards   Rob Leeson 

 

 

Email received 

From: rob leeson  

Sent: 15 November 2022 14:56 

Subject: North East Hook Community Project - email 2 of 2 

Dear Parish Councillors, 

Further to my previous mail, and my input to the recent Parish Council meeting, I would ask you to 

give consideration to my concerns and proposals regarding the Hook Neighbourhood Plan and the 

sports provisions for NE Hook. 

I regard the Hook Neighbourhood Plan (HNP) as a very important document in steering the 

development of Hook. 

It has been the subject of much consultation and community input, and ‘Made’ following a parish 

referendum. It was formally made less than 2½ years ago. 

The Parish Council sponsored the HNP, and set the scope to be that of Hook Parish. 

The HNP is formally recognised in law, and forms an important part of the structure that ensures 

that Hook does not suffer uncontrolled and unwanted developments in the Plan period, and hence is 

used by both the Parish and the District in defining and making planning decisions. 

The HNP defines a vision for Hook in 2032, and within that a series of Objectives. The vision (for the 

future) starts with 

“The village centre is the focus for activities and services; it has been revitalised and redeveloped to 

serve the growing needs and expectations of the community” 

https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2022-09/Facility%20cost%20guidance%20-%20Q3%202022.pdf?VersionId=.KgA69md2pkwERetTir1WOGjRL4ECOCm
https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2022-09/Facility%20cost%20guidance%20-%20Q3%202022.pdf?VersionId=.KgA69md2pkwERetTir1WOGjRL4ECOCm
https://sportengland-production-files.s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2022-09/Facility%20cost%20guidance%20-%20Q3%202022.pdf?VersionId=.KgA69md2pkwERetTir1WOGjRL4ECOCm


The Objectives start with the Hook Village Centre and include “Education, wellbeing, sport and 

leisure”. One very specific objective is  

“Enable more people to participate in sport throughout the year by providing a wider range 

of indoor mixed–use sports facilities or all–weather pitches plus appropriate supporting 

infrastructure such as changing rooms” 

I am very much favour of the provision of sports facilities as and where they can be sited, and the 

usage of general and specific ‘planning gain’ for their delivery. I have a reasonable understanding of 

the situation in NE Hook, as I was a District Councillor when these developments were approved. 

The sports pitches and S106 provision will be a good addition to Hook’s sports options. 

However, I believe that the provisions currently in the concept plans for the NE Hook ‘Pavilion’ go 

considerably beyond what is required, and go outside and contrary to the Neighbourhood Plan. 

Specifically, the concept 

• Takes the Hook shed out of the Hook Centre, or its immediate surround 

• Spends money on facilities that do not deliver the sport and leisure objectives of the HNP 

• Creates a commercial undertaking that detracts from the businesses already operating in 
Hook 

• Diverts trade from Hook Centre and thus detracts from its regeneration 
 

I have done my best to understand the consideration given by the Parish Council to the funding of 

the NE Hook ‘Pavilion’. I have found no reference to consideration given to the HNP and the relative 

priorities of spending on sports and leisure projects. I think that this represents a failure of process. 

I am very concerned that if the Parish Council starts to contend that the HNP is not to be followed, 

then developers will think the same, and will make that case to planning inspectors at appeals. 

I believe that I have given an example in my previous email (07/11/2022 “North East Hook 

Community Project - email 1 of 2”) that the NE Hook sports pitches can be supported by excellent 

and appropriate standard facilities, using a proven design, that are likely to attract grant funding, 

and can be delivered at a considerably lower cost to the Hook residents than that currently being 

considered, and therefore directly in line with the HNP. 

As a consequence, I have come to the view that the Vision and Objectives of the HNP need to be 

supported by plan(s) that show how resources and monies will be used for their delivery. Such 

plan(s) would give context to precept-payers of how inevitable trade-offs might be made, rather 

than presenting one-off projects on a take it or leave it basis. 

I think that Hook is extremely fortunate in having the potential for a considerably enhanced sports 

and community facility adjacent to the Hook Centre that would be a huge asset to Hook and could 

be a major driver to regeneration and revitalisation of the Centre, but this will require planning and 

money. I feel strongly that these types of consideration need to be weighed in the balance before 

more money is spent elsewhere. 

With best regards,   Rob 

 



Response sent – 16th January 2023 

Mr R Leeson 
 
16th January 2023 
  
Dear Mr Leeson,  
 

RESPONSE TO QUERIES RAISED IN REGARD TO PAVILION PROJECT 

I write on behalf of the Council to thank you for your considered views and observations 
regarding the pavilion project. It has taken a few weeks to get back to you because the 
nature of the Pavilion Project has changed significantly in the last couple of months with the 
decision by Full Council to end its contract with the architect who was undertaking the 
project, and it was prudent to re-familiarise with the Hook Neighbourhood Plan (HNP). It is 
clear you feel strongly about the value of the HNP which was realised through the concerted 
efforts of Cllr Orchard and others, leading to adoption by Hart District Council in February 
2020.  

Hook Parish Council (HPC) has a strong reputation for facilitating sports and leisure pursuits 
within the Parish.  A range of sports activities already takes place at the Community Centre 
and Elizabeth Hall.  Elsewhere, tennis courts and multi-court facilities are available at no 
cost to use and there are several grass pitches throughout Hook for junior football. In 
addition, the King George V playing fields offer the opportunity for both cricket and adult 
football. 

It might be useful to make you aware of some of the background to the Pavilion project.  The 
major residential development at North-East Hook promoted an S106 agreement (dated 
2014) which included a provision for sports pitches and associated changing facilities. This 
has afforded HPC the opportunity to construct a pavilion building to support field-based 
sports at this location.  The S106 agreement provided a funding contribution of £250,000, 
justified by the following extract from the Planning Policy Statement (4.71 CS23) in the 
agreement: 

“…the provision of additional sports pitches for Hook, including at least 2 senior sports 
pitches and 1 junior pitch (or an alternative mix of pitches on a comparable area) with 
associated changing facilities…..and 

….the provision of land for a community facility (approximately 0.35 hectares).” 

Additionally, and importantly, a further opportunity presented itself to HPC to co-locate both 
the Pavilion and a Shed facility on the same site, as a suitable location for such a venture 
had eluded the Council for some time, primarily because the Council does not own land 
where such a facility could be constructed and made best use of.  A co-location carried the 
significant advantage of offering car parking services too.  

In relation to the specific observations you have made, it is noted that you have ascertained 
that Sports England could be the source of grant funding for a sports development and you 
also cover the guidance that they offer with regard to the standard designs of such facilities.  
When the Sports Working Group formed (the predecessor to the current North-East Hook 
Community Project Committee) it set about trying to establish potential existing bodies that 
might be able to assist with the Pavilion project. Sports England were approached (online 
and by phone) in its very early stages and it became apparent very quickly that Sports 
England are not “in the market” to offer funding assistance of any nature to local government 



bodies (and this includes, naturally, a parish council).  That said, it could offer such 
assistance to a sporting body but would not entertain giving grants to a sporting body for the 
purpose of erecting a building which the sporting body was not going to own. That direction 
was clear.  Moreover, even if any organisation was to offer a sporting body a grant or a loan 
and that sporting body then offered those funds to the Council to complete the build of a 
facility, the Council would then be liable to pay VAT on the whole construction cost of the 
programme. 

Sport England did offer advice on the nature of certain aspects of a pavilion build insofar as 
the requirement to comply with the governing body of the sport(s) that were likely to make 
most use of the pavilion.  This information was already known to us and once the planning 
stage of construction was reached, it had been determined that certain aspects had to be 
included in the build (size of changing rooms is a good example). 

You mention the cost of a pavilion and a figure of £755,000 would provide a suitable 4 
changing room facility plus club room. Indeed, HPC started with a figure of £750,000 as part 
of the engagement process to find an architect in late 2021, but were advised by every 
respondent – including those who finally came to present their respective “offer” to us – that 
that figure would be insufficient. As you have suggested, the figure of £750,000 would not 
include the groundworks component.  Moreover, as we have found, recent developments 
elsewhere in the world (Ukraine) have had a tremendous adverse effect on prices; indeed, it 
was the overall rise in cost of the original contract that led to it being brought to an end. 

That said, all is not lost. The Council is in the process of finding an alternative way forward 
and, at the current time, we are awaiting responses from potential companies and these will 
be concluded on 20th January 2023.  It is hoped to secure the services of an appropriate 
organisation that can provide what we are looking for at a cost of approximately £1.5 million 
and, once the aforementioned contribution of £250,000 is removed, we arrive at a figure 
remarkably close to what you have suggested (£1.25M).  This figure represents a 
considerable reduction on where we had got to with the previous company. 

You state that you have “done your best to understand the consideration given by the Parish 
Council to the funding of the NE Hook Pavilion…” in relation to the Neighbourhood Plan 
(NP), and you claim that “no reference to consideration of the NP leads you to think that 
there has been a failure of process by the HPC”.  The HPC has considered the NP in regard 
to this project; Section 11 of the NHP entitled “Education, Wellbeing, Sport and Leisure” sets 
out the policies which underpin the proposed development of new sports pitches and a 
pavilion at NE Hook.  For reference, the objectives of Section 11 include the following: 

“a. Ensuring new developments provide or contribute financially to local sports, leisure, 
cultural and community facilities; 

b. Retain, or increases levels of sports, recreation and community facilities.” 

Part of Section 11.4 states that with the envisaged growth of the community, additional 
outdoor pitch facilities are to be provided at the NE Hook and Reading Road developments, 
together with a pavilion, and Section 11.8 states the population of Hook is set to continue to 
grow. Therefore, it is extremely important to provide adequate varied facilities and resources 
to underpin the quality of life within the Parish. The future population of Hook will be diverse, 
in terms of age, ethnicity and income. 

These tenets were taken into consideration when considering the location and scale of 
development at the NE Hook site. But not just these. It was also important to note that the 
S106 agreement is a legal instrument with which the HPC has to comply and, importantly, it 
pre-dates both the creation and adoption of the HNP. HPC is not in a position to abrogate its 



legal commitment, and the proposal to provide a community sports pavilion is entirely 
consistent with the S106 agreement that relates to this site and is in accord with the current 
local planning policy as contained within the HNP. Consequently, HPC does not support 
your contention that “provisions currently in the concept plans for the NE Hook Pavilion go 
considerably beyond what is required and go outside and contrary to the NP”. 

As far as the Shed is concerned, the opportunity to co-locate it with the other development of 
the Pavilion on the NE Hook site has already been covered earlier, but it is important to note 
that even if HPC was to consider placing such a facility in the centre of Hook, it would firstly 
have to secure the land (which HPC does not have presently in the centre of Hook); 
moreover, to buy such land would be prohibitively expensive.  The wider issue of the 
regeneration of the centre of Hook which you touch on in your note is interesting, but it is not 
something that parish funds are ever likely to achieve.  

The Council Chairman discussed this matter with the local MP a number of months ago and 
the MP suggested that parish funds should not be diverted to achieving a revitalised or 
regenerated Hook but, instead, should deliver those aspects which are achievable given its 
size and income. Additionally, he stated that the regeneration of the centre of Hook was a 
strategic issue which would have to attract central government financial support (or 
Hampshire County Council, or both) but, either way, would also require some form of private 
capital investment. It is hoped that the realisation of the regeneration of Hook is achievable 
by 2032 (the life of the current Local Plan), but until the economic climate creates such 
circumstances, it would seem to be some way off.  

I trust the content of this letter has addressed your concerns and, at least, offered you some 
background and thinking behind where HPC is in regard to the Pavilion project at the NE 
Hook site.  I hope that you will be able to support the Council going forward with what is a 
wonderful opportunity for Hook and its residents.  

Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah Dignan  
Clerk to the Council   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah Dignan 



28th November 2022 – NEHCP Committee meeting Public Speaking Session – 

Questions raised  

Please note this is recorded in the minutes of the meeting, available on the HPC website. 

Ms Abrahams  

 

Addressed the Committee and asked why the Vice Chair position was not on the agenda, as 

the position is still vacant.  

 

The Chairman confirmed this will added to the next meeting agenda.  

 

At the NEHCP meeting held on 12th December, Cllr Cowell was elected as Vice-Chairman of 

the Committee.  

 

Mr Hobbs  

Addressed the Committee by stating, firstly, that he isn’t “anti-rugby” and then went on to say 

that in his opinion the designation of the leaseholder had yet to be confirmed. Additionally, 

he noted that there were still members of the Committee sat at the table from the Hook and 

Odiham Rugby Club, albeit they were non-voting members. Additional observations centred 

on the club’s home fixtures being between 29th October 2022 and 4th March 2023, a total of 

5 home games. It is accepted that the club would also need to have practice sessions, but 

Mr Hobbs questioned why Hook Parish Council is so certain, and what supporting evidence 

does it have, that the club would be able to expand sufficiently to justify it being considered 

the major user of the facility and a potential leaseholder. 

Mr Hobbs noted that although these questions and issues had been raised in an email of 4th 

July to Cllr Worlock, and reiterated at the meeting of this committee on 11th July 2022, have 

been published on the correspondence webpage; however, as of noon today, there has 

been no HPC response. Mr Hobbs asked when does HPC propose to provide a response?  

AK addressed Mr Hobbs’ statement regarding the number of matches per season, informing 

all those present that HORFC are currently a single team club, situated in a league of 11 

teams, with 10 home matches and 10 away matches played per season. That said, there are 

plans to double the men’s team element as well as introduce a ladies team and introduce a 

minis rugby component. Moreover, there are on-going discussions with other local 

organisations such as football, Hook runners, and cricket on how they can share pitch 

usage. In summary, there is great potential for significant usage of the site and its pitches. 

Cllr Kirkham reminded those present that when the opportunity was given to bid for the NE 

Hook site, two organisations (football and rugby) were invited to make their respective cases 

through presentation to Full Council; football representatives provided a poor proposal, 

stating the pitches would be for their sole use with no prospect of other groups being able to 

use the facility. Rugby representatives gave a clear plan of how they intend to expand the 

club and be inclusive by sharing the site with other users.  Therefore, Full Council 

concluded, rightly, that the primary user of the NE site would be the rugby club. 



Cllr Cowell confirmed that he would clarify with the Parish Clerk where the Parish is on the 

response back to Mr Hobbs.  

 

Response sent – 13th December 2022 

Mr E Hobbs 
 
13th December 2022 
 
Dear Mr Hobbs,  

 
RESPONSE TO QUERIES RAISED IN REGARD TO PAVILION PROJECT 

 
Just two weeks ago at the 28th November meeting of the North East Hook Community 
Project Committee (NEHCPC) you raised a query during the public speaking session that 
raised both a couple of new issues which centred on the number of games that the rugby 
team might make use of the pitches at North East Hook and, separately, you reiterated that 
your previous issues raised in July had yet to be answered. Mr Komrower, the representative 
from Hook and Odiham Rugby Club who was present at the aforementioned meeting, 
answered your queries in relation to pitch usage and expansion plans, and I undertook to go 
away and visit the previous issues that you had raised with a view to coming back to you.   
 
Since 28th November your concerns have been raised again by a member of the public at 
the Full Council meeting held on 7th December and they were advised that the matter was in 
hand; they undertook to relay that message back to you and this action was captured in the 
minutes. Although only 3 days had elapsed since the Full Council sat, the same query was 
raised again on your behalf by a different member of the public at last evening’s NEHCPC; I 
thought it prudent, therefore, to advise you of where we, or rather Hook Parish Council, 
presently sits in regard to the Pavilion project and this letter addresses those issues which 
you have raised which can be answered at the time of writing. 
 
A great deal has taken place in the last 2 weeks which I will now lay out to you and most of 
what follows has been captured in appropriate meeting minutes and is, therefore, a matter of 
public record.  
 
First, I return, if I may, to the meeting of 28th November.  At that meeting, and only a short 
time after I had agreed to get back to you on your queries, the NEHCPC discussed 
alternatives to a conventional architect route to deliver the Pavilion project (paragraph 
22.140 of the minutes).  This proved to be a seminal discussion because, as you will note if 
you get the opportunity to peruse the minutes, the Committee discussed 4 options ranging 
from staying with the current architect albeit with an updated solution based on the current 
requirement brief through to finding an alternative way forward.  Succinctly, 2 
recommendations were made: the first was that Hook Parish Council (HPC) should 
terminate the current contract with ADL; and, second, an alternative contractor was to be 
pursued through the normal tender exercise.  I can confirm that both these 
recommendations were resolved at the Full Council meeting on 7th December. 
 
Second, and importantly, the consequences of the resolutions made at Full Council have an 
impact on the way HPC can now proceed and these, in turn, have an impact on some of the 
remaining queries you had.  HPC will now have to re-tender for a new contract (and an 
advertisement to this effect should go out by the end of this week), and a response time has 
been set for the 20th January 2023.  Once the responses have been reviewed and a new 
contract is in place, we will have revised costings for the Pavilion project which will be 



significantly lower than the original costings from the previous contractor; these details will 
form part of a new Business Case which, I hope, will be completed and presented to Council 
as soon as practicable in the New Year. 
 
Third, during the time between now and the completion of the new Business Case, the 
Rugby Club will have determined its own future in terms of its structure and constitution; for 
now -   and on the advice from the RFU - it will remain a simple club; however, the Club has 
stated that this could change.  The nature of any future change may well trigger the degree 
to which all its accounts, terms of reference for its committee members, whether any 
members have criminal records or have been declared bankrupt (the very things you have 
queried) will be included as part of the public consultation.  For the moment, I can advise you 
that HPC is confident that the Business Plan which the Rugby Club presented to council 
members appears sound, reasonable and achievable and, importantly, it should deliver 
financial results which will allow them to continue to pay for pitch maintenance once the 
existing S106 funds for that purpose have been exhausted (and this would circumvent a 
precept being levied on Hook residents to maintain the pitches). But first we must build the 
Pavilion. 
 
Finally, I am aware that I have not answered everything you may have raised, but what I 
have done is answer what I can for now.  Thank you for your patience. In the meantime, may 
I extend to you the courtesy of a visit to the Council offices, at a mutually convenient time, to 
discuss this further either with myself, or the NEHCPC Chair (Cllr Kirkham) or both of us.   
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Cllr Rob Cowell 
Chairman, Hook Parish Council   
 

 


